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“We’ve gone quite mad. Your loving work has brought into being a monster of
veracity and a crystalline transubstantiation of the original. The translation,
thanks to your model, has achieved a plastic form so close to the original
that the Mariée is even more beautiful.”
Marcel Duchamp, Letter to Richard Hamilton, 26 November 19601.

Déjà fait
Duchamp addressed these words of emotional thanks to Richard
Hamilton when he had before him The Bride stripped bare by her
Bachelors, even, the typographic version of the Boîte verte made by
the English artist over three years and meticulously translated by
George Heard Hamilton. The letter shows the interest demonstrated
by the now elderly artist at the updating of his “telegraphic style for
delayed correspondence”, for “revisiting his past” and even for the
“proliferation of the déjà fait”.
Marcel Duchamp’s inactivity stirs up activity in his heirs; for half a
century his legendary idleness has energised a legion of workers desirous
of filling the black hole that Duchamp left matterless. Paraphrasing the
epitaph he wrote for his grave, Marcel plotted his improductivity: “Besides,
it’s always the others who work”2. Like a dialectical contemporisation
of the exchange between Paul Lafargue —author of the pamphlet Le
Droit à la paresse, a violent refutation of the droit au travail formulated
in the Communist Manifesto of 1848— and his son-in-law Karl Marx:
Duchamp’s posterity is also played out between leisure and labour,
between the “doing” that situates the artist in his job and Bartleby’s “I’d
rather not”, between manufacturing and “breathing”3.
We must remember that the idleness of the man who preferred to
call himself a breather4 is not so much a personal mood, or attitude,
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as he so often repeated5, but rather, a work of rarefaction that is
very sparing in terms of numbers of works and thus increases the
hermeneutic flow which this restricted field engenders. On one
occasion Duchamp explained that he used his work on La Mariée
mise à nu par ses Célibataires, même as a shield so as not to reply
to the solicitudes of gallery owners and collectors eager to go to
his studio and root for works. In 1923 he left his piece unfinished
and devoted himself entirely to chess. He would continually repeat
this work of rarefaction: immediately after starting the definition of
readymades, he makes a note: “Limit the number of readymades per
year”6; and when he made Fresh Widow —which he already signs as
Rose Sélavy— and, the following year, La Bagarre d’Austerlitz, another
miniature window; he abstains from doing any more, as he does not
wish to turn into a “windower”, a producer of works “that would be
called my windows just as someone talks of my engravings”7.
But what drives his heirs to produce is not just Duchamp’s
inactivity. The conceptual density of the dispersed traces he left, the
gently provocative nature of the opinion he himself held regarding
his “things”, and in particular the idea he repeatedly expressed
that a work only exists when the spectator activates the two poles
of the creative act —that of creation, on the one hand, and that
of its contemporaneous or subsequent reception8, on the other—,
are decisive elements that have brought into being a novel breed of
artists, evocators, replicators, commentators, invokers and restorers
of all kinds, amongst whom we find such prominent personalities as
Ulf Linde9, Richard Hamilton10, Yoshiaki Toni11, or Duchamp himself,
who worked on material replicas on glass12, or Jean Suquet, Mark
Jones and Dennis Summers, among many others, who have made
3D animations of the Mariée…13. The physical reconstructions were
produced on the occasion of exhibitions in Stockholm, London and
Tokyo, due to the impossibility of transporting the original from
Philadelphia. But, like a nightmare, the power of the original hovers
over them and, with the passing of time, the copies also have become
cult objects and the museums that own them are loathe to see them
loaned14. The proposition expressed in The creative act of April 1957
is an explicit invitation to complete what remained unconcluded, and
also to accumulate new interpretations of the finished. And at this
double pole, once more, Duchamp’s work becomes an inexhaustible
hermeneutic source of excitation for doing. He himself had defined,
as if in passing, the mechanism of this flow: “the work is also made
with the admiration it arouses”15. From this perspective, Delay Glass

is not so much a comment or “setting in motion” of Duchamp’s Vidrio,
as a part of the actual work, joined to it with the cement of the
admiration it arouses. The idleness of Duchamp has finally proved
to be a finely strategic position that contemplates integrating in the
work the replicas and comments it gives rise to. Thus, the Large glass
of 2007 would also be a collective work that, deep within, includes
the stele it has produced.
In 1934 Duchamp published the Green Box, in which he offered
a selection of 93 work notes about the Glass and, later on, other
collections of documents, until Paul Matisse, son of painter Pierre,
who was also Teeny Duchamp’s first husband, published the
posthumous Notes in 198016. The problem lies not so much in the
cryptic language and in the contradictions between some notes and
others, but rather the fact that they are containers grouping together
individual documents reflecting different periods and intentions,
with no chronological order to guide us in terms of the evolution of
the underlying ideas. Nevertheless, Duchamp was particularly keen
on publishing all this material. As Juan Antonio Ramírez explains,
“Duchamp only wanted to make part of his discourse transparent,
but he was greatly interested that we should actively participate in
the discovery of the amorous mechanism behind his big machine on
glass”17. Delay Glass forms part of that “active participation”.

Large Glass, The Movie
So Delay Glass would form part of this collectivity united by
history and passion. It is a fairly long animation, lasting more than
eight minutes, made in 2007 with Maya software and illustrated
with Duchamp’s own Erratum musical in Gordon Monahan’s version.
In the summer of 1965 Duchamp made a series of etchings that
retrospectively revised —also in delay— the Large Glass. He took
meticulous care over the protagonism of the different parts: of the
new plates, only two described the Domaine de la Mariée, while
five detailed the mechanisms of the Domaine des Célibataires. The
eighth offered a whole plan, a sketch of what could be appreciated
in the Philadelphia Museum, while the last one, the conclusion that
endowed the series with true meaning, was a diagram of the parts he
did not get round to including in the work: Grand Verre (achevé). I have
not been able to analyse the minutage of the Delay Glass precisely,
but it maintains approximately the same proportion, with intense
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focussing on the lower section, the place where the drama of desire is
produced, especially in the figures of the nine empty molds.
On another occasion I pointed to two strategies used by
Duchamp for the description of desire, two “ideas of manufacture”
that are contemporaneously formulated in 1911-15: the abstract
machinery of the Large glass and what years later would be the
machine of perspective vision: Étant donnés: 1º la chute d’eau, 2º
le gaz d’éclairage. Étant donnés... is pornographic, while the Large
glass, on the other hand, is pornological, like the best machinist
utensils made by Picabia during the same period, “born motherless”,
immaculate18. The “satellite” works that are situated within the orbit
of these two options for representing desire, to a greater or lesser
degree, respond to this double derivation: Broyeuse de Chocolat,
Neuf moules mâlic, 3 stoppages étalon or Piston de courant d’air,
works that sprang up within the constellation of the Large glass,
are pornological, avoiding figures of sex to recreate its mechanisms;
others, associated with Étant donnés, such as Prière de toucher or À
la manière de Delvaux, on the contrary leave the description of the
machinery and circuits to one side in order to concentrate on the
description of the erogenous zones.
But Delay Glass adds a retrospective element we have already
referred to, which Duchamp could not include in this series of
engravings: the crossed references between the Glass and its
pornographic sequel, Étant donnés, a point of union between these
two extremes. Duchamp worked on this last piece in secret and it
was only presented at the Philadelphia Museum of Art, (exactly)19
nine months after his death. Delay Glass includes, among other
things, the conceptual drift that was implicit in L’Opposition et
les cases conjuguées sont reconcilies20, a chess manual that was
unusable, like a bicycle wheel that does not touch the ground.
Perhaps it was foreseeable, but also brilliant: pornography and
pornology are not in opposition, but cohabit or conjugate with one
another, with a kind of gentle goodwill, in the interior of a project of
n dimensions. What is bound to attract the attention of spectators
viewing Delay Glass is the intimacy —miroirique, reflected in the
mirror— of the two works, and other intimacies besides. This is
something that many artists and critics were reluctant to accept
when Étant donnés… was shown for the first time21, but which Delay
Glass indisputably scenifies. The animation, as art of the virtual,
not only shows the unconfessable desires of an artist, but asks the
spectator to complete them.

Technically, Delay Glass can be understood as a restoration
piece, but from the idea of creation it is quite unusual. Txuspo has
conceived of the Large glass as a field of action in which information
from Marcel Duchamp and his own are put on the same level. Unlike
Ulf Linde and his followers, the approach to Delay Glass is an essay:
it cuts, emphasises, dramatises, focuses and defocuses some details
to the detriment of others. Txuspo does not find himself at a point
of quotation and appropriation, but in an individual work space, a
personal, bachelor option.

Large glass, the original
The Large glass is a work that represents sexual desire through
machinist language. Its functioning is essentially that of a feedback
circuit. In the lower section, nine uniformed bachelors are excited by
the gentle provocation of the bride, situated above. The bachelors’
desire sets in play a whole series of physical-chemical processes
in a mixture of water and gas that, after undergoing numerous
vicissitudes within different apparatuses, rises through optical
reflection to the upper section and is captured by the bride’s train
or Milky Way, which, on receiving the bachelors’ response, feeds
their desire anew with fresh feints at undressing. The Large glass has
been described and interpreted in multiple ways, from Phare de la
Mariée, Breton’s first commentary, in 1935, where it appears as a
“Trophy from a fabulous hunt in virgin lands, at the limits of eroticism,
of philosophical speculation, of the spirit of sporting competition, of
the latest scientific discoveries, of lyricism and humour”22. Jean Clair,
at the end of the 1970s, divided the main interpretations into four big
currents: esotericism, religion, symbolism and psychoanalysis23. There
are readings of a mythical order, such as Octavio Paz’s famous essay
in El castillo de la pureza24, along with others that tend to emphasise
the way it operates as a self-sufficient mechanism. Among the latest
detailed descriptions is that offered by Juan Antonio Ramírez, which,
rather than constituting a univocal interpretation, revisits Duchamp’s
texts and the visual reality of the Philadelphia piece25. One of the
key contributions made by Ramírez is his diachronic analysis of the
artist’s notes, with their changes and contradictions, the elements
added afterwards and those he omitted, analysing the Boîte verte
and other later collections of documents not as text, but as history
crammed with “chronological strata of meaning”26. In addition, he
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provides an exhaustive description of the most delicate section in
terms of form and functioning: the bachelor machine in the lower
section, which he subdivides into “two independent mechanisms of
functioning that share a single visual space”. The first is the conjunctive
apparatus, devoted particularly to the transportation of libidinous
matter, formed by nine ‘malic’ molds with their capillary tubes, seven
sieves, toboggan (which was not in the end incorporated into the
Glass), three oculist witnesses and Kodak lens. The second is the
solipsist machine, centred on the rotatory swinging movement of the
bachelors, and formed by toboggan, scissors and chocolate grinder.

Inheritance and dissidence
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All works of art are linked one way or another to the History of
Art: through continuity, when the artist pursues a route that has been
opened up and adds to it a complexity that belongs to the present;
through opposition when the pieces lead on to a new field. Pontus
Hulten, who sponsored the first reconstruction of the Large glass in
1961 for his exhibition Movement in Art in the Moderna Musset in
Stockholm, wrote years afterwards: “There is a great difference between
ideas that seem new from inside a given field of knowledge and those
that create a new field”27. It is not easy to sum up the role played by
Picasso and Duchamp in 20th century art with greater exactitude.
The postmodern condition has confined to a parenthesis the
possibility of the creation of a new field and movements shift between
quotation and appropriation. Quotation, when a fragment of the past
is adopted and restored within a new context; appropriation when a
work is taken as a whole, as a provocation or even as a demonstration
of the impossibility of creating. Citation brings fragments of museum
works up to the present, integrating them within the discourse
of an eternal present. “Its model is the bibliographical quote, its
spirit that of autoritas and its methodology fragmentation”28. The
strategy of appropriation, though, acquires the art work in its totality,
draws it towards the present with the rotundity of its presence
and the criminal passion of its usurpation. In Delay Glass, Txuspo
Poyo situates himself in a different position, in a kind of pact of
collaboration between artist and Art History or, to be more exact,
an artistic orientation that coincides on the path of creation with
historiographical investigation. A pact between artist and critic that
manages to reconcile the separation that has been sanctioned by

modernity, from the Almanaque del Blaue Reiter in 1912 to Joseph
Kosuth’s Art after philosophy in 1969.
The dismantling of originality and related concepts such as
authenticity, original work and authorship is a discursive practice
shared by museum, historian and artist. Throughout the 19th century
all these institutions combined their efforts to maintain the value of
the original in a world of machines in which the copy proliferated. It is
only with the deconstruction of notions of authorship and originality
when postmodernism causes a schism in the status of the artistic
object.
As Nico Israel explains in a text about Txuspo, the animation does
not just set out to create a film with no optical referent in the real
world, but also a retrospective vision that sets a still past moving, that
shows as much as it re-shows: “[The] animation, as a previous static
illustration, has a pedagogical function (a ‘programme of education’?):
throughout its history animation has been displayed to show
something”29. In a sense, Delay Glass, an educational reconstruction,
that makes the Glass move —descending a staircase—, could function
as a refutation of the words that William Carlos Williams dedicated
to the “intelligent devastating silence” of Duchamp. Williams wrote:
“There is nothing else to say about pictures than painting, about
songs than music, about poems than poetry: if it works, it works; if it
doesn’t work, it doesn’t work; and there is nothing else to say”30. The
words of the poet, with his provocative ingenuousness, are located at
the site of opposition between creating and commenting, a dialectic
that Delay Glass renders ineffectual, because this film is painted and
inscribed, as a subtitle, within the great picture of incipient modernity
that Large glass represents.
Unlike material reconstructions of the Large glass or of some
readymades, Delay Glass belongs to the virtual world and its field
of appearance is the screen. And in contrast to canvas, photographic
paper or glass, the screen is not a surface of inscription, for what is
projected on it leaves no traces, but, on the contrary, always appears
as a virgin space for successive projections. The screen, like the mirror,
shows everything but retains nothing31. The Large Glass works in a
sense as a screen upon which there is a projection, but where most
of the surface remains virgin, open to later projections that would be
none other than the contributions of the spectator which Duchamp
argued for in The creative act.
Duchamp caressed the logical game of dimensions. “Bearing in
mind that it was possible to delimit the shadow cast by an object of
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three dimensions… by simple intellectual analogy I considered that…
any three-dimensional object, which we see coldly, is a projection of
something in four dimensions that we do not know”32. Considering
all three-dimensional volume as a transverse cut in a hyperbody,
even though this mental construction escapes our comprehension.
Delay Glass does no more than to continue this enlargement of
n+1 dimensions, adding the functioning of the machine in its time
dimension, inscribing the machinery within the cinematographic
discourse. In connection with this argument it is worth remembering
the emphatic words Abel Gance addressed to Auguste Lumière: “Your
invention, Mr. Lumière, is our grammar, our language, our raison
d’être. Before gaining access to the third dimension, you had already
endowed the human spirit with an eye that allowed it, through
simultaneity and the suppression of the notion of time and of space,
to intuit the fourth dimension”33.

Feeding anaemic cinema
42

Delay Glass works by constructing metallic objects, feeding
anaemic cinema. Although the Mariée may be no more than a
hanging female or even a skeleton; and the Célibataires merely a
cemetery of uniforms and liveries, a cemetery of molds swollen with
desire gas; drawing the bodies in metallic flesh, cinema ceases to be
anaemic and enters the regime of haemoglobin. Restoring the Large
glass, for Duchamp, consisted in giving it body once again or, put in
another way, getting nearer to Étant donnés. When he repaired it in
the summer of 1936, he wrote to his close friend Henri-Pierre Roché:
“Only two more weeks and the Mariée will have legs again”34. But the
restoration also had to do with its own history. Returning to France
from New York, at the end of summer, he wrote to Catherine Dreier,
owner of the work at that time: “This trip really has been a wonderful
holiday into the past”35. But if Duchamp in his idleness did ever really
work it was during that summer of 1936. It was not just a matter of
restoring the past, but above all of conserving once again the chance
that had produced the cracks; not so much to preserve the work as
to preserve the actual accident. As he would later confess to James
Johnson Sweeney, “The more I look at it, the more I like the cracks”.
Or even, justifying its aesthetic value, “They are not like shattered
glass, they have a shape. There is a symmetry in the cracking… There
is more, almost an intention there, an extra curious intention that I am

not responsible for, an intention created by the actual work, a readymade intention, in other words, that I respect and love”36.
As in a chess feint —a genuine Trébuchet (‘trap’)— Delay Glass alters
the position of the title and subtitle of the original work, bringing the
delayed original forward. A note to the Boîte verte indicates, beneath
the paragraph “Kind of subtitle”: “Delay in glass. Use delay instead of
picture or painting”37. Later on, Duchamp confessed to Pierre Cabanne
that the matter lacked strategic importance in the conception of the
work: “I wanted to give delay a poetic sense that I could not even
explain. The word delay pleased me at that moment, like a phrase
one discovers”38. Although this phrase —in the first note to the Boîte
verte— has been quoted ad nauseam, not so much attention tends
to be paid to how it continues: “picture on glass becomes delay in
glass —but delay in glass does not mean picture on glass. It’s merely
a way of succeeding in no longer thinking that the thing in question
is a picture”39. It is true that this proposition of opening —the thing
may be a picture, but will not necessarily be so— functions within
Duchamp’s personal project, but it is also true that his later trajectory
allows us, retrospectively, to predict that Duchamp applied this
opening to posterity: “delay in glass does not mean picture on glass”
is an attitude that opens up the route to Delay Glass, a film on glass.
Despite the fact that Duchamp declared that the idea that led
him to make Glass was “purely and simply the execution … it was a
renunciation of any aesthetic, in the normal sense of the word. It was a
matter of not making another new painting manifesto”40, the execution
got put off until boredom inevitably set in, perhaps in the shape of the
greatly feared arrival of taste41. Gabrielle Buffet-Picabia wrote that the
Large glass had come to be a “tyrannical work” for Marcel Duchamp,
who was forced, after the period of creative explosion between 191215, in which he drew up a good part of his notes, to perform work
of purely mechanical transcription, a labour of engineering precision
that lasted eight years. This is another of the meanings, admittedly
retrospective, of the expression retard en verre. Duchamp stated in
an interview: “It took up a lot of my time because I couldn’t work on it
more than two hours a day. The Glass really interested me, but not so
much as to feel the need to finish it. Don’t forget I am an idle person.
And, then again, at that time I had no intention of exhibiting it or
selling it. I worked on it, that’s all; it was my life”42. Txuspo Poyo has set
himself —in parallel delay— the tyrannical undertaking of tuning it for
performance with an animation that not only restores the forms of the
original work, but the moral climate within which it was produced.
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e intorno a Marcel Duchamp e Rrose Sélavy 1887-1968”, in Marcel Duchamp,
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3
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Conversaciones con Marcel Duchamp, Anagrama, Barcelona, 1972, p. 114.
4
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Formulated by Wilson and Kelling in 1982, the Broken windows
theory postulates that “disorder encourages crime”. When broken
windows in a neighbourhood cease to be repaired, the rundown
landscape acts as a stimulus for criminals to set up shop there
because they interpret the decaying territory as a “space in which
law is absent”. Or, to put it the other way round, in an area in decline,
the repairing of windows shows the presence of the law and inhibits
the action of delinquents. Now that in contemporary art we gaily
witness infinite breaks —rather than ruptures— Txuspo Poyo has
devoted his time to an exercise of repair, reconstruction and sticking
together broken fragments. And this is not so much a declaration of
fidelity to the founder of modern art, nor even an intimate letter of
love, because Pessoa already warned that love-letters run the risk
of appearing ridiculous, but a question of responsibility towards the
modern legacy via the premises of current technology. Duchamp, who
was so cynical about texts criticising his work —so cynical that he did
not even bother to rebut them—, was excited by Richard Hamilton’s
typographical reconstruction work of the Boîte Verte, maybe because
it was work and not commentary, or because it involved working on
the image rather than intellectual speculation. I imagine Duchamp
marvelling when watching Delay Glass and gently congratulating the
author on his work of updating the Large Glass, on smoothing the
path to his “posterity”.
Although Duchamp spent months of hard graft restoring the Large
Glass in West Redding, Connecticut, at Catherine Dreier’s residence,
during something he ironically called “holidays into the past”, the
question —or suspicion— has always been hanging in the air, and
William Anastasi clearly posed it in his text Who broke the Glass?, in
which he suggests the hypothesis that it was the artist himself who
produced the accident. Anastasi, who was a friend of both Duchamp
and John Cage, sent a copy of his essay to another friend of the
artist, Dorothea Tanning, Max Ernst’s last wife. As a commentary to
the manuscript, Dorothea wrote: “[In Duchamp] All is formula and
calculation. This meticulous projecting leaves nothing to chance, a force
so frequently invoked by the artist”. Man Ray himself in an Autoportrait
from 1924 divides the image into two domains, mind and body, and
adds a suggestion of cracks. The photo was taken in 1924, two years,
that is, before the breaking of the Large Glass on his return from
Brooklyn, but the manipulation in the photo happened at a later date.

Captions
1. (Page 84) Marcel Duchamp, Diagram of the cracks in the Large Glass, 1939,
Philadelphia Museum of Art.
2. (Page 84) Jimmie Durham, A Stone from Metternich’s House in Bohemia,
1997.
3. a and b. (Page 84) Runa Islam, Two stills from the film Be The First To See
GAT See As You See It, 2004.
4. (Page 85) Man Ray, Autoportrait, 1924.
5. (Page 85) Edward G. Robinson wounded in a still from the film by Mervyn
LeRoy Little Caesar, 1930.
6. (Page 85) Measurement of vandalism. Broken Windows James Q. Wilson
and George L. Kelling, The Atlantic Monthly, March 1982.
7. (Page 85) Vandalised buildings in Puitt-Igoe, St. Louis, Missouri, USA.

Union
d’intellectuels
Duchamp made this small design of a uniform (chaqué) for the
jacket of a book on American art, but the editor did not understand
the tautological joke about a book with livery and the piece remained
unpublished. Beyond the interlinguistic joke, Duchamp was satirising
about the gulf that separated the bachelors’ uniforms in the Large Glass
and his groom’s uniform. To be sure, in 1927 Duchamp contracted
marriage with Lydie Sarazin-Levassor, daughter of a rich industrialist
in the automobile industry, although the union only lasted five months.
In the official photo of the couple, the artist is holding a pair of
extravagant white gloves, but has not yet put them on, and in his right
hand they resemble a dove; a dove that he does indeed display in a
park in Seville, just two years later, accompanied by Katherine Dreier,
with whom for decades he shared a kind of “bachelor wedding”.
The pantomime, took place in the Temple de l’Étoile, a protestant
church at number 51, Avenue de la Grande-Armée, in Montparnasse.
The ceremony began to the sounds of Lohengrin, because Lydie
was “very Wagnerian in those days”. Marcel stepped up to the altar
holding hands with… his sister Suzanne! At the exit, Man Ray, with
the help of Kiki, has managed to get the exclusive rights to this great
social event —“all Montparnasse” had turned up— and will not permit
the presence of other photographers in the vicinity, while he films the
departure of the newly-weds from the temple.
Those present imagined that Marcel or Francis Picabia would
make some Dadaist gesture at such a bourgeois ceremony, but it did
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not happen. There was no need for a Dada farce, because that was
what the whole ceremony already was. With an irony bordering on
cruelty, the wedding present provided by Francis, who had devised the
wedding pantomime with the bride’s father, was a watercolour entitled
Union d’intellectuels, in allusion to the bride’s limited intellectual
background, as well as to the barefaced economic scheming that lay
behind the negotiated marriage.
Years later Lydie was to write an ingenuous and chilling book of
memoirs, Un échec matrimonial. Le coeur de la mariée mis à nu par
son célibataire meme <A marriage in check. The heart of the bride
stripped bare by her bachelor even>, in which she refers to herself
as Lydiotte, the name with which she would sign her letters to others
for years. Lydie felt nothing but antipathy towards Man Ray, “a smug,
insidious, penny-pinching little man”. Marcel had hired him to make
a portrait of his bride and Man Ray managed to demonstrate his
complete antipathy for his model in this conventional picture.
Captions
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1. (Page 86) Marcel Duchamp and Lydie Sarazin-Levassor in Paris on the day
of their civil marriage, 7 June 1927.
2. (Page 86) Marcel Duchamp, Jacquette, New York, 1956.
3. (Page 86) Marcel Duchamp/Man Ray, Rrose Sélavy, c. 1920-21. [lovingly
Rrose Sélavy alias Marcel Duchamp]. Man Ray, Suzanne Duchamp, c. 1925
4. (Page 87) Marcel Duchamp and Katherine Dreier during a trip to Seville,
1929.
5. (Page 87) Francis Picabia, Union d’intellectuels, 1927.
6. (Page 87) Man Ray, Still from the film taken at the religious wedding of
Lydie Sarazin-Levassor and Marcel Duchamp in the Temple de l’Étoile, 8 June
1927.
7. (Page 87) Man Ray, Portrait of Lydie Sarazin-Levassor Duchamp, Paris,
1927.
8. (Page 87) Marcel Duchamp et sa soeur Suzanne. Blainville, c. 1900.

Étant donNés...
The Statue of Liberty which presides over entry to the to the city
of New York is actually called La liberté éclairant le monde [Liberty
lighting the world]. Just like all emigrants, it was the first thing Duchamp
saw on arrival there in 1915. Many years afterwards, naked and lying
with her legs open, she would become Eros écleirant son sexe, though
this time she would not be standing proud at the entrance to the

city but concealed behinf a door. Duchamp had written that “liberty
must be made flesh”. In 1946, the year he began Étant donnés...,
Duchamp made the cover for a compilation of poems by his friend
André Breton and changed the sex of the statue, pasting onto it the
face of the French poet, in allusion perhaps to the idea taht it was no
longer political liberty but rather the unconscious whose light shone in
surrealism. During the previous decade Man Ray had photographed
Jacqueline Lamba as liberty illuminating the mind´s interior.
But the gaslight went back much further. Bored in his class at
the Bossuet School, Marcel looked at the ceiling and drew the Bec
Auer —a type of gaslight— that lighted the classroom. In the first
notes on the Large Glass, the gas makes its reappearance, next to the
waterfall.
Anyway, the final formulation of Étant donnés.... seems to stem
more from memories about Water and Gas, the Statue of Liberty
and, especially, the mysterious explicit nude by Courbet, L´Origine du
monde, whose pubis was subjected to a through shaving by Duchamp.
Lydie Sarazin-Levassor remarked on the “almost unhealthy” horros
Macel fet for body hair and she told how, once they were married, he
kindly invited her to depilate her entire body.
In Dalí´s piece Rostro de Mae West utilizable como apartamento
surrealista <Face of Mae West (Usable as a Surrealist Apartment)>,
made in 1934-35, we can see a penetrable close-up of the head of
Mae West, a cinema sex symbol in the 1930s media, behind some
ostentatiously open curtains, inviting us to enter and take a stroll round
the practicable anatomy and finally take a seat on the model´s lips. Dalí
transforms the essential parts of her face into objects whose coming
together points to the atmosphere projected by her personality: the
impassive woman who is just asking to be kissed. In Étant donnés…,
the operation has been inverted: the door is closed and the woman’s
body appears as an ellipsis: there is no face, just genitalia. Dalí had
announced the identification between practicable anatomy and sex
with the sofa in Mae West Lips Sofa, made between 1936 and 1937,
through the idea of penetrating the body of the person portrayed.
In Étant donnés… there is only sex lit up by gaslight, no identity;
the close-up of the shaved genital area, of a woman with no face.
Courbet did not show it either, although the woman represented was
Madame de Loynes, lover of Khalil Bey, the ambassador representing
the Ottoman Empire in Paris, who commissioned Courbet to execute
the picture. The body in Étant donnés… belongs to Maria Martins,
who had a love affair with Duchamp in the mid-1940s.
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The ministers in the photograph are nine, and they all wear
moustaches. It is the cabinet of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs during
the most intense period of Duchamp’s activity working on the Glass.
The author of the photograph, Henri Manuel, also made an
interesting series of photographic superimpressions of Salvador Dalí
and Gala next to rationalist furniture with interesting suggestions of
the Large Glass. The author of the photograph, Henri Manuel, also
made an interesting series of photographic superimpressions of
Salvador Dalí and Gala next to rationalist furniture with interesting
suggestions of the Large Glass.
Captions
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1 and 2. (Page 88) Marcel Duchamp, Étant donnés: 1º la chute d’eau, 2º le
gaz d’éclairage, 1946-1966.
3. (Page 88) Maria Martins in 1948.
4. (Page 88) Eugene Amaury-Duval, Portrait de Madame de Loynes (18371908), 1862.
5. (Page 88) Gustave Courbet, L’Origine du monde, 1866.
6. (Page 89) Mae West. Photograph of the actress before it was retouched by
Salvador Dalí.
7. (Page 89) Salvador Dalí, Interior utilizable como apartamento surrealista,
1934-35.
8. (Page 89) Notification of gas bill for Marcel Duchamp, Paris, 1934.
9. (Page 89) Marcel Duchamp, Étant donnés Maria, le gaz d’éclairage et la
chute d’eau, 1948-49.
10. (Page 89) Henri Cartier-Bresson, Nude dans l’eau, 1945.
11. (Page 90) Henri Manuel, Le cabinet du ministre des Affaires étrangères,
pendant la Première Guerre mondiale: Louis Hermitte, Philippe Berthelot, le
comte Peretti de la Rocca (?), Henri Ponsot. 1914-1918.
12. (Page 90) Henry Manuel, Portrait of Dalí and Gala, Paris, c., 1932.
13. Marcel Duchamp, Cover of Young Cherry Trees Secured Against Hares,
poems by André Breton, New York, 1946.
14. (Page 91) Frédéric-Auguste Bartholdi, La Liberté éclairant le Monde,
1886.
15. (Page 91) Detail of the Bec Auer lamp in Étant donnés …
16. (Page 91) Marcel Duchamp, La suspension (Bec Auer),École Bossuet,
1903-04.
17. (Page 91) Man Ray, Jacqueline Lamba Breton, 1930s.

THE BRIDE
FROM BELOW
With professional help from René Clair, in Entr’acte Francis Picabia
showed the view of the bride that the bachelors would have from their
refuge below. All it took was to turn the Glass and change their field

of vision, converting the geometric machine into a voyeur apparatus
that heralds Étant donnés … Duchamp seemed to confirm this
rotating possibility for the Glass when he took part in the filming of
Autoportrait mou de Salvador Dalí avec du bacon, where he appears
with Dalí playing chess on a glass pavement, floating immaterial on an
immaculate sky. Both artists, although they are looking towards the
spectator, are situated “de l’autre coté du verre” <on the other side of
the glass>, as the instructions in the title of Small Glass indicate. And
at the same time he offers us a subterranean view of Étant données…,
whose pavement is checkered. The perforated cloud shape that
dominates the upper section of the Large Glass is the Bride’s gown
or perhaps just its train, which Duchamp usually calls the Milky Way
in his notes. Indeed, seen from below, from the bachelors’ position,
the Bride’s gown takes on the appearance of a celestial apparition.
In Picabia and Clair’s film, the ballerina resembles a cloud or a
constellation, as if the only conceivable star for the bachelor is one
that covers his object of desire: an object that in Entr’acte, following
the traffic of hair that is so typical of Duchamp —L.H.O.O.Q., Tonsure,
Étant donnés— turns out to be a bearded Erik Satie ballerina, this
musician being the author of the soundtrack to the film.
Man Ray, in an extraordinary fashion photograph taken in 1934,
shows the distorsions that desire calls up in the bachelors: a real bride
—vertical— to whom is added the celestial vision —set horizontally—
of her imminent undressing. More accomodatingly, Jean Cocteau
gathers the lovers together in a veil-sheet that is also a shared cloud.
Captions
1. (Page 92) Salvador Dalí and Marcel Duchamp play chess on a glass in the
film Autoportrait mou de Salvador Dalí avec du bacon, by Jean-Cristophe
Averti.
2, 3 and 4. (Page 92) Francis Picabia, René Clair, Entr’acte pour Relâche,
Ballets Suedo is, Théâtre des Champs-Elyssées, Paris, 1924.
5 and 6. (Page 93) Marcel Duchamp, A Bruit secret, 1916 and plan of the
engraved inscription.
7. (Page 94) Robert Rauschenberg, Untitled (Sue), c. 1950.
8. (Page 94) Man Ray, Fashion photograph, 1934.
9 and 10. (Page 94) Entr’acte: Swedish ballerina Inge Fries disguised as Erik
Satie.
11. (Page 94) Jean Cocteau, Les Enfants terribles, 1949. Au ciel des
tragedies. Photo by André Dino.
12. (Page 95) Gloria Swanson in Her Love Story, Paramount, 1924.
13. (Page 95) Marcel Duchamp, Piston de courant d’air, 1914.
14. (Page 95) Man Ray, Untitled (Marcel with Wig), 1940s.
15. (Page 95) Man Ray, Untitled (Juliet with Wig), 1940s.
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FAILURES AND
CHECKMATES
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A year before the artist’s death, Duchamp and Teeny, his
second wife, accompanied Bobby Fisher to the Monte-Carlo Chess
Championship, an area where Duchamp had garnered some of his
successes in this field inn the 1920s. Bobby Fisher was 24 years
old, but was still an introverted young man and the Duchamps acted
as guides and interpreters for him. Duchamp had met him in New
York when Bobby was 12 and used to attend the Manhattan Chess
Club, catching the metro from Brooklyn after coming out of school.
Months after the trip to Monte Carlo with Fischer, on 5 March 1968,
Duchamp returned to his old vice: he played with Teeny against John
Cage in a musical performance in Toronto with the name Reunion:
it was, in essence, a board “prepared” with microphones, which
registered the spatial confrontation of the game within the plane of
sound.
But chess, that is, the diversion from art, went back a long way.
Dalí felt that the function of the pieces was that they should be eaten
and offered Marcel a chess set with fingers and teeth, from hand to
mouth, or from mouth to brain, where Dalí had his jaws Starting with
his first workshop in the Lincoln Arcade building on Broadway, all of
Duchamp’s studios had a mural bearing a drawing of a chess board.
There he plotted his moves of intellect. But after so many failures —
for Duchamp’s chess life in the 1920s and 30s was, above all else, a
failure— the artist imagined a portable board, that he could still use
despite having no fixed abode. In 1924, along with Man Ray, he had
appeared as a chess player “au plein air” —the game is interrupted by a
violent jet of water— but just afterwards, Duchamp played at not being
an artist, hidden beneath the anodyne livery of the professional chess
player. He tried with all his might, but could not achieve it. Lydie, his first
wife, tells in detail of the state of physical and mental exhaustion that
followed his championships and the consequent deterioration in their
sexual relations.
In Duchamp the chess player´s uniform is the alternative to the
artist´s. He began as a film hero in Entr´ acte. After that he slowed
down: he wrote fourhanded with Vitaly Halberstad an unworkable text
about an endgame with two pawns, played many championships, lost
nearly all of them, drew with the great Capablanca, world champion
between 1921 and 1927, in a multiple tournamet, introduced the
unhurried tempo of chess into the virulent world of avant-garde art,
but in the end, perhaps, his key exploit, which leads to posterity,

was to have accompanied Bobby Fisher, still almost a boy, to the
Monte-Carlo chess Cahmpionship. He concludes: “From my close
contact with artist and chess players, I have come to the personal
conclusion that, while all artists are not chess players, all chess player
are artists”.
Captions
1 and 2. (Page 96) Salvador Dalí, Juego de ajedrez dedicado a Marcel
Duchamp, 1968.
3. (Page 96) Duchamp and Man Ray play chess in Entr’acte, Paris, 1924.
4 and 5. (Page 97) Reunion, Ryerson Theatre, Toronto, Canada, 1968.
6. (Page 97) Participants in the Chess Championship of France 1024,
Strasbourg. Duchamp, standing, is second on the left.
7. (Page 97) Bobby Fisher vs. Boris Spassky, Rejkavik 1972.
8. (Page 98) Side plan of Étant donnés… established by Jean-François
Lyotard.
9. (Page 98) Man Ray, Photomontage with images of Vitaly Halberstad and
Marcel Duchamp, Paris, 1932.
10. (Page 99)??
??
11. (Page 99) Marcel Duchamp, Pocket chess, 1961-64.
12. (Page 99)??
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“Pour Copie Conforme”
With this legal expression written on the back, the notary’s son
from Blainville approved Richard Hamilton’s extraordinary effort
when he made the replica of the Large Glass for the retrospective
exhibition at the Tate Gallery London in June 1966. Before that had
come Ulf Linde’s replica for the Stockholm Museum, which, after
the artist’s death, was to be conserved, from 1980 onwards, in the
Art Museum of the College of Art and Sciences, University of Tokyo.
The impossibility of moving the original from Philadelphia, due to its
extreme fragility, was quite probably justified for technical reasons,
but for Duchamp it provided the perfect alibi for encouraging the
production of reproductions at a time when the aura of the original was
fading. Hamilton’s replica was made in an atmosphere of complicity,
comradeship and personal contact. Ulf Linde’s has more merit, if I
may be allowed the expression, because it was executed at a distance,
with information obtained exclusively through correspondence, and
more from a vocation to serve than out of complicity. When Duchamp

went to Stockholm to see the result of Linde’s fanatical undertaking,
he was immediately stimulated to set off for Philadelphia to see the
original —Ulf Linde did not use to travel by plane— but the Swede
declined the invitation, because of his paralysing fear of flying, but
surely too because of a justified feeling of terror at being confronted
with an original he had fantasised about for years.
Captions
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1. (Page 100) Marcel Duchamp, La Mariée Mise à nu par ses Célibataires,
même, crayon on paper, 1913.
2. (Page 100) Marcel Duchamp, Élevage de poussière, 1920. Photograph by
Man Ray.Cover of Vogue, July 1945. Photo: Edwin Blumenfeld.
3. (Page. 100) Cover of Vogue, July 1945. Photo: Edwin Blumenfeld.
4. (Page. 101) Marcel Duchamp, Le Grand Verre completé, 1965.
5 and 6. (Page. 101) Richard Hamilton working on his replica of the Large
Glass, 1965.
7. (Page. 102) Marcel Duchamp posing in front of Uf Linde’s replica of the
Large Glass during the retrospective exhibition at the Pasadena Art Museum,
Pasadena, California, 1963.
8. (Page. 102) Ulf Linde, Gran Vidrio, 1961, replica, Moderna Museet,
Stockholm.
9. (Page. 102) Marcel Duchamp, Large glass, 1980, Replica, Art Museum of
the College of Art and Sciences, University of Tokyo.
10. (Page. 103) Ulf Linde and Marcel Duchamp handling the replica of the
Large Glass,
Stockholm, 1961.
11. (Page. 103) Marcel Duchamp, Richard Hamilton, The Bride Stripped Bare
by her Bachelors, Even (The Large Glass) 1915-23, replica 1965-6. Tate
Gallery, London.
12. (Page. 103) Ulf Linde (second on the left) and his work team with
Duchamp in the replica of the Large Glass, Stockholm, 1961.

LA MARIÉE
IN ANIMATED VERSION
In 1933 Jean Suquet, one of the most prolific commentators of the
Large Glass, together with Dominique Lambert, made a film with an
academic tone, in which the historian, standing next to a projection of
the Large Glass, explained its meaning and mode of functioning, only
to disappear, at the end of his dissertation, behind a door that we
had not noticed. In parallel, working with a sizable team from Digital
Equipement France, and under the intellectual supervision of Suquet
himself, two 3D animations were made, designed specifically to show
the mechanism in the upper and lower sections of the Glass.

In 1999 Mark Jones directed two animations focussed on the
Broyeuse de chocolat, one of the key parts of the “bachelor machine”
situated in the lower part of the Large Glass. Doctor of philosophy
from the University of Manchester, his interest lies particularly
in studying the revitalisation and manipulation of perspective
employed by Marcel Duchamp at the beginning of the 20th century.
In the first, where the grinder has a powerfully coloured appearance,
the different possibilities of functioning of the apparatus are shown.
The second, whose intonation is closer to the original, follows to the
detail the notes on this piece that Duchamp selected for the Boîte
verte.
In the same year, Dennis Summers, using 3D StudioMAX, made
what is, to date, the most “naturalist” and complete reconstruction of
the functioning of Duchamp’s key work.
Captions
1. (Page. 104) Jean Suquet and Dominique Lambert, Voyage à traves le Grand
Verre, 1993.
2 and 3. (Page. 104) Jean Suquet and Digital Equipment France (Arnaud
Gaudinat, Alain Antone, Thierry Haukingham), 1993.
4. (Page. 104) Guide catalogue of the presentation of Voyage à traves le Grand
Verre, within the context of the exhibition Féminin-Masculin, le sexe de l’Art,
Centre Georges Pompidou, October 1995-February 1996.
5. (Page. 105) Stuart Smith and Mark Jones, Variations on The Large Glass’s
Chocolate Grinder, 1999.
6. (Page. 105) Jean Suquet, L.H.O., 1997. Photomontage.
7. (Page. 105) Julian Baum and Mark Jones, Variations on The Large Glass’s
Chocolate Grinder, 1999.
8 and 9. (Page. 105) Dennis Summers, The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors,
Even …more, 1999.

Anémic
Anémic Cinéma is a project of bodiless pornography. Lasting
seven minutes, it involves the alternation of ten optical disks and nine
disks inscribed with calembours (puns). Text and geometry are united
within the paradigm of cinematographic movement. Although it was
made by Marcel Duchamp, with the help of Man Ray —revealing once
more the deep rapport between both artists—, the film bears only the
copyright of Rrose Sélavy, accentuating the sexual component of the
piece.
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Anémic is the mirror inversion of Cinema, the anaemic remains
fleshless, its sexuality is purely geometric and, in the final phase, ideal,
platonic. Rrose Sélavy’s anaemic Cinema transforms the bodies into
sexually active lines, into permanent circular movement. In contrast
to the visual opulence of the way female bodies appear in paintings
of modern reference —Courbet, Manet, Renoir, Picasso— anaemic
cinema reduces the intensity of manifestations of sex, taking it down
to zero. But, meanwhile, the circular power of its unbroken movement
associates it with the inexhaustible lover, Alfred Jarry’s surmâle.
The most stylish joke: blue jokes with no colour, no body. In Anémic
Cinéma, the spinning optical disks inflate and deflate. The spirals
suggest a series of organs: eye, bosom, belly, buttock, but more than
anything what offers a suggestion of the sexual act is the rhythmic
rocking.
During a shoot the cinema director will shout “Action!” and roll
the film inside the camera, recording a whole world of objects and
people acting in the space. In Anémic Cinéma, however, what the
camera shows reproduces what is happening inside it: a turn without
spatial displacement, like a bicycle wheel rolling without contact with
the ground, mounted on a kitchen stool, for instance. But if Anémic
Cinéma is, in this sense, masturbatory solipsist cinema, so also does
cinematography of the highest epic spirit show us similar examples,
such as when the sailors on board the Battleship Potemkin make a
plate spin so that they can read a phrase written on it —“Give us this
day, our daily bread”— and this verify that their Tsarist officials do not
follow the biblical commandment.
Captions
1. (Page. 106) Camera used for filming of Anémic Cinéma, 1925-26.
2. (Page. 106) Marcel Duchamp, Note for Anémic Cinéma,1925.
3. (Page. 106) Double still of a sequence from Anémic Cinéma:
“Baths of bulk tea for beauty spots without too much Bengué”.
4. (Page. 106) Double still of a sequence from Anémic Cinéma:
“If I give you a coin will you give me some scissors?”
5. (Page. 106) Double still of a sequence from Anémic Cinéma:
“The applicant lives in Javel and my cock was in a spiral”.
6. (Page. 107) Marcel Duchamp, Object-Dard, 1951.
7. (Page. 107) Advertising for Bengué cream.
8. (Page. 107) Marcel Duchamp, Tonsure, Paris, 1919. Photo: Man Ray.
9. (Page. 107) Man Ray during the shooting of L’Étoile de mer, 1921.
10. (Page. 107) Two stills from The battleship Potemkin, 1925, by Serguéi M.
Eisenstein, showing the scene of the plate with the inscription “Give us this day,
our daily bread”, which a sailor turns so as to be able to read it.
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